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Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the critical issue of wrongful convictions. I 
also want to thank State Bar President Bernice K. Leber for her quick action in appointing the Task 
Force, the Task Force for its quick and fine work, and the State Bar for its continuing work on 
justice issues. 
 

To keep this brief, I will go almost directly to my suggestions for changing or adding to the 
recommendations of the Task Force rather than first talking about the great work reflected in the 
Preliminary Report and the many recommendations in it with which I agree. But I would be remiss 
in not taking time to thank the Task Force for its recommendation that organizations operating a 
resource center for public defense lawyers should receive additional resources to enable them to 
increase their ability to aid defense attorneys statewide. NYSDA’s Public Defense Backup Center 
could certainly use additional resources to broaden its existing programs and begin new initiatives to 
assist defense counsel in providing quality representation and thereby helping prevent wrongful 
convictions. 

 
We also believe from our experience in helping to administer the state’s mandatory CLE 

provisions that your recommendation requiring defense lawyers to certify that their CLE is taken in 
subjects pertaining to the representation of criminal defendants is a wise one. We believe it 
important that fulltime defenders be required to take all of their CLE credits in subjects pertaining 
to that representation.  

 
My suggestions, and the reasoning I offer for them, are meant to assist the Task Force and 

the State Bar in their efforts to improve our justice system. 
 

The first and most important suggestion I want to make is that you unequivocally echo the 
State Bar’s call to create an Independent Public Defense Commission heading a statewide, fully and 
adequately-funded state public defense system. 
 

The Defense Practices Subcommittee begins its report by referring to the structural defects 
in the delivery of public defense documented by the commission appointed by now-retired Chief 
Judge Judith Kaye in 2006. In transitioning immediately to its own focus on the felony exoneration 
cases that the Task Force examined, the Subcommittee omits any reference to the Kaye 
Commission’s call for a complete overhaul of the public defense system. The Task Force report fails 
to reflect that the State Bar’s House of Delegates has endorsed the Kaye Commission’s call for an 
Independent Public Defense Commission and that the Bar Association has made it a legislative 
priority.  
 

To ensure that government leaders and the public learn about and remain aware of the State 
Bar’s existing position, and do not mistakenly think that the State Bar has reneged on support for 
this reform, I hope the final report and recommendations reiterate that position. 
 

There is another aspect to the Defense Practices Subcommittee’s focus on the exoneration 
cases examined that is also disturbing. The Task Force’s in-depth look at those cases was a 
reasonable way of looking for common causes of wrongful convictions. However, that the 
representational deficiencies found in those cases occurred predominately in cases handled by solo 
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or small-firm practitioners, as the Subcommittee found, does not mean that other public defense 
providers are free of the problems causing errors by assigned counsel.  

 
Many of the public defense offices in this state are the functional equivalent of solo or very 

small practices, small offices with part-time practitioners whose major focus is on other kinds of 
work. There are structural deficiencies in large and small public defender offices that propel people 
to wrongful convictions. Because these offices routinely handle too many cases and enter cases late, 
and because their lawyers are deprived of pre-trial discovery and investigators, the same risk of error 
exists in them as in assigned counsel cases. Institutional offices that do not have investigators, or 
have investigators who are not skilled, or investigators who spend their time determining eligibility 
are routinely not investigating critical facts. Many offices are refused other needed resources by 
county funders and are routinely denied experts. Such offices are deprived of the capacity to 
examine forensic evidence, and, because of caseload, frequently lose the trust of their clients. The 
lawyers lack time to relate to their clients and usually have no paralegals, social workers, or mental 
health services at their disposal. The suggestion that the representational deficiencies in the cases 
studied transcend structural defects, even if credited, is not then the whole story. I am convinced 
that thousands of clients in this state represented by public defense attorneys, including assigned 
counsel practitioners in homicide cases, find themselves wrongfully convicted specifically because of 
the structural deficiencies outlined above. There is no question that when one goes beyond the 
criteria of the Task Force study of individuals whose New York convictions were subsequently 
overturned, large numbers of men and women deprived of counsel for post conviction relief 
languish in our prisons, innocent of the crimes for which they are charged or convicted for offenses 
that fail to match their level of culpability. 
 

The common factors such as false confession, mistaken identification, erroneous jailhouse 
informant testimony, unreliable forensic evidence, and government and defense practices -- found in 
the 53-case sample as in wider samples nationwide -- contribute to false convictions. But I believe it 
is too much of a stretch to assume from looking at 16 or 19 cases that only assigned counsel 
programs suffer deficiencies that lead to such injustices.   
 

Nietzsche warned us to be always careful not to confuse cause and effect. Many factors, 
including luck, allowed the injustice in the studied cases to eventually come to light. Without 
knowing more about those factors, we cannot know if they contributed to the claimed skew toward 
solo practitioners and therefore assigned counsel.  
 

Furthermore, while wrongful convictions in felony cases result in more dire consequences 
such as long prison terms and more collateral consequences, erroneous misdemeanor convictions 
can also shatter lives. Employment, housing, and access to one’s children may be lost, sometimes 
permanently, as a result. Yet, because these convictions are viewed as “lesser,” there is little 
likelihood that a persistent pursuit of exoneration will be undertaken to bring these wrongful 
convictions to light. Only felony cases were examined, but they are not the only ones that matter.  
 

Misdemeanors and other “lower level” offenses matter also. The American Bar Association 
devoted a full session at its recent one-day “5th Annual Summit on Indigent Defense Improvement” 
to issues of injustice arising in public defense representation in misdemeanor cases. The National 
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers reported there on its Misdemeanor Project that has 
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conducted field research, finding a broad set of problems with regard to representation (and the lack 
thereof) in misdemeanor cases nationwide. A full report is expected soon. 
 

This Task Force, and the State Bar, should not ignore so-called lower-level offenses in 
setting important policies to prevent wrongful convictions. 
 
 This is particularly so given the viability of misdemeanor defenses and the lack of 
misdemeanor trials. Misdemeanor cases are poorly prepared by the police, not well screened by 
district attorneys, frequently take place in front of many witnesses, and typically occur in cases where 
emotional content runs high and mistakes are made. They lend themselves to bail relief and 
aggressive release advocacy and litigation, and often represent cover arrests. They are frequently the 
product of hand-offs from security guards where evidence often consists of ambiguous security 
tapes, and they give rise to powerful character evidence and witnesses. It is not unusual to have first-
time offenders as clients in misdemeanor cases, and these cases thus present winnable legal issues 
including compelling constitutional arguments raising claims of free speech, assembly, selective 
prosecution, and racial profiling. Significantly, the cases lend themselves to creative investigatory 
possibilities and fact-intensive investigation. 
 

Despite this reality, the Task Force’s Preliminary Report notes the dearth of criminal cases 
going to trial and the overwhelming percentage of cases disposed of by guilty plea (e.g. pp. 36, 114). 
This is true across the board, but particularly in misdemeanor cases.1  Which brings me back to the 
public defense recommendations that rely too heavily on a study of felony exonerations only. From 
the Kaye Commission’s report and other sources, we know that institutional public defense offices 
struggle with immense misdemeanor and violation workloads.2 It is unlikely that a staff attorney in a 
public defender office makes no serious mistakes or omissions when dealing with 800 to 1000 cases 
a year but that small-firm lawyers and solo practitioners do. Such tremendous workload pressure 

                                                 
1 The NACDL’s Misdemeanor Project reported at the ABA Summit that it found guilty pleas at arraignment to be a 
problem in three major cities: Chicago, Atlanta, and Miami. Guilty pleas offered at arraignment nearly always mean 
defense counsel has had no opportunity to conduct investigation, and often may have spoken only a few minutes – if at 
all – with a client. Many clients plead before seeing an attorney at all. There were 400,515 misdemeanor arrests in New 
York State in 2007, and 1 trial for every 142 arrests. The numbers are similar across the state: New York City (1 trial for 
every 361 arrests); Onondaga County (1 trial for every 491 arrests); Schuyler County (1 trial for every 204 arrests). In 
New York State, the plea rate in misdemeanor cases in 2006 was 99.07 percent.  
 
2 The National Legal Aid and Defender Association issued a series of report cards on nine New York State counties in 
2007 and 2008. These are posted on the NYSDA website:   www.nysda.org/html/public_defense.html#ReportCards 
Among NLADA’s findings: 

• One institutional office in Sullivan County had a “2006 caseload of 614.75 matters per part-time contract 
attorney (489.75 misdemeanors, plus 125 felony cases). This is a caseload roughly 50% higher than the national 
standards allow for a full-time misdemeanor attorney who does nothing else.” 

• In Cattaraugus County, “1,744 cases -- plus those still open from prior years, including felonies and 
misdemeanors and family cases -- were handled by the five public defender staff attorneys, for an average of 
well over 348 cases per attorney.” This, NLADA found, constituted an excessive caseload under national 
standards, made worse by the fact that the office had only one investigator. 

Most counties lack any caseload limits whatsoever, and data on caseloads is often lacking or incomplete. When public 
defense representation is offered by assigned counsel, and no caseload data is collected, it is impossible to determine 
whether attorneys representing public defense clients are operating within any caseload limits.  
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could be another factor in defense counsel’s tendency to disbelieve clients’ claims of innocence and 
false confession - leading to advice to accept guilty pleas rather than fuller investigation for trial. 
 

The Subcommittee on Government Practices recognized that the cases it reviewed “may be 
only the tip of the iceberg where police or prosecutorial conduct may have resulted in a due process 
violation” (pg 19). The Subcommittee on Defense Practices needs to similarly recognize that the 
cases reviewed may not reflect the full range of defense problems. It relied too much on the small 
sample before it in deciding that it is only, or largely, assigned counsel programs that need 
upgrading. 
 

This is not to say that assigned counsel programs are not in need of more resources and 
direction. But providing more resources to Assigned Counsel Plans and requiring Assigned Counsel 
Administrators to “Scrutinize More Carefully the Qualifications of Attorneys....” are not workable 
recommendations given the current structure of many assigned counsel plans. 
 

Would the recommendations work, for example, in Cayuga County where the administrator 
of the Assigned Counsel Plan, a non-lawyer, is actually the County’s Youth Bureau Director? Or in 
Franklin County where the non-lawyer administrator actually now sees every case in his role as initial 
case screener for the Public Defender, Conflict Defender, and the panel? Similarly, in Tompkins 
County the Assigned Counsel Coordinator is not an attorney. So too in Warren County. 
 

Would you be expecting to implement this recommendation in Hamilton County where the 
Assigned Counsel Administrator is also listed as Chair of the Board of Supervisors, President of the 
Adirondack Association of Towns and Villages, Supervisor from the Town of Morehouse, and 
Director of the county’s Stop DWI Program? 
 

Could we expect success in Wyoming, Tioga, or Rensselaer counties, where the assigned 
counsel administrator is also the County Attorney whose fundamental commitment is to protect the 
county fisc? Particularly noteworthy in this regard is the already existing 44-year-old mandate of the 
Judiciary that county attorneys not be locally permitted to serve as assigned counsel administrators. 
Sobering and instructive regarding your recommendations is the Rensselaer County website 
describing the duties of the county attorney there: 
 

According to state law, the County Attorney is also required to appear in Family Court to prosecute 
cases involving juvenile delinquency (JD) and persons in need of supervision (PINS). The Rensselaer 
County Attorney's Office processed 275 JD and 210 PINS cases through Family Court in 2005, 
making more than 2,500 appearances. Because of the increasingly litigious nature of our society, this 
office is also defending the county against several Federal suits brought by inmates and prisoners and 
damage claims against the County, its officers and employees. 

 
Can we imagine the success of a youth bureau director or other non-lawyer scrutinizing 

“more carefully the qualifications of attorneys seeking appointment?” Could he actually be expected 
to monitor performance of those attorneys? Given their conflicting responsibilities, would we want 
the county attorneys doing so? 
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Ulster County recently cut out the middleman. There the Assigned Counsel Administrator is 
the County Treasurer. What capacity, what incentive for that person to “develop within the plan a 
structure which offers supervision and legal consultation to plan attorneys?” Assume for the 
moment that the Niagara County Assigned Counsel Plan Administrator were to want to do what 
you ask. Since he is simultaneously the Conflict Defender and administrator of that office, would 
you think it ethical to do so? Similar problems and conflicts would arise in Steuben County where 
the Conflict Defender is both the Assigned Counsel Administrator and Mayor of the Village of 
Bath. 
 
 Joint responsibilities like this are not uncommon in the completely broken, unregulated, 
public defense system.  
 

In Saint Lawrence County, the Administrator of the Assigned Counsel Plan is also listed as 
the Town Attorney for the Town of Potsdam and her firm is listed as “Village Attorneys for the 
Village of Massena.” In Saratoga County, the Assigned Counsel Administrator is also the Public 
Defender; every one of his clients has potential or actual conflicts of interest with clients represented 
by panel members. In Schoharie County, the Assigned Counsel Administrator is also Town Attorney 
for the Town of Carlisle, Town Attorney for the Town of Schoharie, and Village Attorney for the 
Village of Richmondville.  
 

I do not mean by this detailed description of structural problems in Assigned Counsel 
Programs across the state to indicate that attorneys in those programs are not trying their best to 
provide quality representation. My intent is to point out that throwing more money at assigned 
counsel programs will not fix what is wrong with public defense in New York State. As NYSDA 
pointed out back in 2001 when stagnant assigned counsel fees were destroying the availability and 
quality of public defense across the state, public defense requires money and more.  
 

In this same regard one of your other recommendations is worthy of comment. NLADA 
Performance Guideline 4.1 is an important contribution to public defense work. But the lack of 
resources made available to public defense providers and the lack of state oversight to secure and 
drive those resources is present here too. Distributing some existing unenforceable standard will 
have little effect in the face of such resource deprivation.  

Furthermore, it has already been done. Between 2000 and 2004, New York’s Chief 
Defenders (the heads of all defender agencies and assigned counsel plans) developed “Standards for 
Providing Constitutionally and Statutorily Mandated Legal Representation in New York State,” 
adopted by the Board of Directors of NYSDA in 2004. 

Standard VIII (A) (6) of those standards reads as follows: 

Unless inconsistent with the best interest of the client, counsel should conduct an 
independent investigation regardless of the accused’s admissions or statements to the lawyer 
of facts constituting guilt. The investigation should be conducted as promptly as possible. 
Counsel should secure the assistance of investigators and/or other experts, including 
providers of social services, whenever needed for preparing any aspect of the defense, 
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including but not limited to bail applications, pretrial motions, plea negotiations, defense at 
trial including developing an understanding of or rebuttal of the prosecution’s case, and 
sentencing.  

The problem in the field, with some genuine exceptions, is not that public defense providers 
don’t aspire to meet NLADA Guideline 4.1 or Standard VIII (A) (6). Rather they are crippled by the 
absence of resources, the absence of caseload limitations, and the absence of time that characterizes 
current unacceptable, but routine practice.  

As the Kaye Commission found in 2006, and the State Bar has supported since, what New 
York needs to reform public defense is an Independent Public Defense Commission heading a 
statewide, fully and adequately-funded state public defense system. 
 

Such a system, in conjunction with the other recommendations of the Task Force, would do 
much to prevent future wrongful convictions. 
 


